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Abstract

A@~-logic-based methodology for on-line signal trend identification is introduced. Although signal trend
identification is complicated by the presence of noise, jiuzy logic can help capture important features of
on-line signals and classifi incoming power plant signals into increasing, decreasing and steady-state
trend categories. In order to veri? the methodology, a code named PROZ%!?Nis developed and tested
using plant data. l%e results indicate that the code is capable of detecting transients accurately, identifying
trends reliably, and not misinteqn-eting a steady-state signal as a transient one.

I. INTRODUCTION

Signal trend identification is an important part of
computer-based monitoring, diagnostic and
control systems. In many applications it is an
essential first step in the reliable and timely
diagnosis of complex systems, such as nuclear
power plants and industrial processes. Although
conventional methods have been widely applied
for signrd trend identification, these methods are
generally signal- and process-dependent, and
hence, cannot be easily ported to other processes
and plants. Here, we describe a new fizzy-logic-
based method, which is signal- and process-
independent, that performs signal trend
identification.

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and Purdue
University are collaborating on the development
of a novel operator advisory knowledge-based
digital system called IGENPRO.l It is an
advanced plant- and thermal-hydraulic process-

independent system for nuclear power plant
transient diagnostics and management.

There are three major modules in IGENPRO:
PROTREN, PRODIAG and PROWA. The
first module (PROTREN) performs signal
processing. Each individual signal trend is
classified as increasing, decreasing or constant
and the results are fed to the second module.l’ 2
The second module (PRODIAG) performs plant-
level diagnostics. It is based on a knowledge
base of generic thermodynamic first principles,
such as mass, momentum, and energy
conservation equations. The PRODIAG
knowledge base does not follow a conventional
event-based approach, but rather a generic
function-based approach with a comprehensive
although compact, knowledge base.3 The thkd
module (PROMANA) recommends a series of
operations for plant recovery.

In this paper, we describe the theoretical
concepts of the fuzzy-logic-based PROTREN
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module for signal trend identification and show the results of validation tests with plant data.
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Fig.1. Flowchart of the methodology

II. BACKGROUND AND BASIC
CONCEPTS

1. Outline of the methodology

For the purpose of on-line classification of an
incoming plant signal trend as increasing,
decreasing, or constant, some preprocessing
needs to be performed to extract useful signal
features. In PROTREN, five parameters
representing several features of the signal are
extracted. In order to incorporate all the
information included in these features, the
parameters are transformed into fuzzy numbers
which are then synthesized into one final fuzzy
number representing, in an approximate way, the
degree to which the current constellation of
features offers evidence for the onset of a
transient.4 Then, based on the final fuzzy number
and the use of t%zzy logic, a trend identification

decision is made. The basic structure of the
technology discussed below is shown in Fig.1.

2. Development of final fuzzy number

The information on signal trends is assumed to
be represented by the final fuzzy number that

.summarizes the important features of the signal.
This is performed through the following three-
step process.

2.1. Definition of the five parameters

The definition of the five parameters is based on
the assumption that during steady-state process
operation the plant signals are normally
distributed with mean value p and standard
deviation 6. The values of p and o can be
computed off-line based on steady-state
historical data before they are used on-line, at
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each sampling time, to compute the five
parameters. For each sampling signal, the
mathematical description of the parameters is as
follows:

(a) Probability density function( pa’!’)

(%-PI’

‘d*“ =i%exp2“’
(1)

where,

tc=current time step

stC=signal value at k

/l =mean value of the steady-state signal

0 =standard deviation of the steady-state signal

Sample points belonging to off-normal states
have small pd!vrdues. Thus, this parameter can
determine the deviation of the signal from
steady-state operation.

(b) Cumulative probability density function
(CW7Z _ pdf )

w 1. - fw [..,avgd *C= (3)
t= - t=-,

where,

This parameter represents the time rate of change
of the variable avg, which is defined as the
weighted sum of the sampled signal values over
the time window of length n: In Eq.(4), k is a
positive constant.

(d) Relative deviation (ravg )

W3t= –P
ravg ~==

P
(5)

This parameter represents the deviation of avg
from the signal mean steady-state value and is
independent of the amplitude of the signal. The
sign of this parameter is used to differentiate
between increasing and decreasing trends.

(e) Sample derivative (sd )

cum _ pdf,= = 2 pdft.-,
iza

(2)

s, —Stc-,

sd, = ‘. t= – tc-l
(6)

where n represents the length of the time
window. Small signal changes are accumulated
and recorded in this parameter. By accumulating
small signal changes, it becomes possible to
make decisions based on not only the
instantaneous signal changes, e.g., the pdf, but
also on the recent history of the signal.

(c) Average derivative ( avgd )

Thk parameter is used to capture the
instantaneous rate of change of the original
signal without any smoothing since smoothhg
hides the occurqmce of local peaks.

2.2. Fuzziilcation of the five parameters

In order to synthesize the information described
by the five parameters, they are transformed into
fuzzy numbers and mapped into a [0,1] truth
domain!

3
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As shown in the conversion table, Table.1, the the [0,1] truth domain according to the
truth of a parameter is computed according to its conversion map.
actual value. Then a fuzzy number is set up on

Ta’

Parameter

pdf

cum-pdf

avgd

ravg

sd

?.1. Conversion table for transforming a crisp number into a fuzzy number
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2,3. Formulation of the final fuzzy number
with the MAX operation

A final fuzzy number is computed to incorporate
the information provided by the five fizzy
numbers associated with the five parameters.
Here, the final fuzzy number is computed by the
MAX operator. 5

(a”,b” )= (mm ,=,-,(a~), mm ,=l-,(b~)) (7)

where,

aa =the left point of the of a-cut of the final
fuzzy number

ba =the right point of the of a-cut of the final
fuzzy number

# =the left point of the of a-cut of the ith fuzzy

number

b; =the right point of the of a-cut of the ith

fuzzy number

The final decision is
new fuzzy number.

made on the basis of this

3. Trend evaluation

The trend inference is obtained based whether
the signal trend pertains to ‘steady state’ or
‘transient state’. Because ‘steady’ and ‘transient’
are both fuzzy concepts, a fuzzy decision

strategy is developed. The methodology has two
parts: detizzification and tizzy decision.

3.1. Computing the dissembhzce index and
the confidence conj?d

In order to draw a conclusion concerning the
final fuzzy number, i.e., defizzification, the
distance between the membership function of the
final fuzzy number and prototype membership
functions are calculated. The distance is also
called the dissemblance index (DO of two fuzzy
numbers A and B, 6(A,B), and is defined as: 6

where,

(8)

~ is used to normalize the value of DI to [0, 1]

a: ( b: ) = the left point of the a-cut of a fuzzy

number of A (B)

a; (b:)= the right point of the a-cut of a fuzzy

number A (B)

The two prototype membership functions are
fuzzy numbers O and 1 which represent steady
state and transient signals respectively. The
Zadeh diagrams of these numbers are shown in
Fig.2?
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“o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

truth domain

Fig.2. Fuzzy number Oand 1

Next, we define the parameter conjld, which is
used to infer the confidence in the decision.

8,
conjid = —

30+ 3,
(9)

unstable (i.e., oscillatory) trend inferences. For
example, if the signal trend is not well
established, the value of conjid can oscillate
about 0.5, resulting in conflicting inferences. To
avoid this undesirable behavior, we propose the
use of the following fuzzy decision strategy.

3.2. Fuzzy decision strategg

where,

61= distance or DIfrom the final fuzzy number to
tizzy 1

80= distance or DI fiorn the final fuzzy number
to fuzzy o

Two decision methods in which the parameter
conjid plays different roles are considered. The
fust one is a non-fuzzy decision method while
the second one is a fuzzy decision method.

In the non-fuzzy decision method, the decision is
made on the basis of the value of conjld. If the
value of confid is huger than 0.5, it means that
the final fuzzy number is closer to O than to 1
indicating a steady-state trend. On the other
hand, a confid of less than 0.5 indicates a
changing signal trend.

Because of the crisp nature of this decision
method, under certain conditions, it can provide

The fuzzy decision strategy is composed of
several rules. First, we use three rules to identify
the trend of the signal:

●

●

●

If conjid indicates that the fuzzy number is
apparently close to fuzzy number O,then the
signal trend is not changing.

If conjid indicates that the fuzzy number is
apparently close to fuzzy number 1, then the
signal trend is changing.

If the decision cannot be made confidently,
i.e., 60is close to S1, then the history of the
change in conjid is used.

According to these rules, a decision is made only
when confid is close to O or 1, i.e., the result is
relatively clear. If the final fuzzy number falls
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within the fizzy region as mentioned in the third
rule, two additional rules are used.

. If the value of conjid is continuously
decreasing, then the signal is not constant.

● If the value of con,d is oscillating or
increasing, the signal is assumed to be
constant,

One major characteristic of the strategy is that
the decisions made are not only dependent on the
values of 6., 61 and conjid, but also on the
previous values of conj%i.Actually, in many
cases, the changing trend of confid is even more
important than the parameter itself.

For example, suppose 80 is a little less than &
but the value of conjld is decreasing
continuously throughout the last sample points.
In this case, 60 larger than 61can be predicted to
occur within the next few steps and a changing
inference can be made. On the other hand, if the
value of conjid is oscillating violently, the
strategy most likely identifies a signal as steady
state even when r50larger than &

Monitoring the past values of confid does not
impair the performance of the overall strategy.
Off-line signal analysis shows that the changing
trend of conjid for steady-state is much different
than that of transient state even for slow and
small changes. Therefore, this strategy is very
useful in determining to which state the current
sample point pertains and contributes to quicker
response and more stable results.

m. RESULTS

This methodology has been incorporated into the
code PROTREN, which is the signal processing
module of the computer-based diagnostics and
management system IGENPRO.

Figures 3 and 4 show two flow signal data from
the Chemical Volume Control System of a
pressurized water reactor power plant sampled at
5s intervals. Fig.3 illustrates the changing pump
discharge header flow and Fig.4 illustrates the
outlet flow of the letdown heat exchanger.

The signal shown in Fig.3 is a transient one.
PROTREN begins to provide the transient result
about 15s after the onse~ when the change is
about 0.3% It is apparent that the methodology
does not deduce transients for steady state
signals and can provide detection of transients
for actual transient signals.

Due to the difficulties involved in obtaining
actual data from power plants, many validation
experiments with simulated signals were
performed. Although it is difficult for
conventional methods to differentiate between
small and slowly changing transient signals and
noisy steady-state signals, PROTREN can make
correct and stable decisions. Figures 5 shows the
PROTREN response to simulated data
representing a slowly increasing signal trend. It
takes PROTREN about ten minutes to get the
correct and stable decision. Figure 6 shows the
response for a fast transient resulting in a small
magnitude increase in the signal value. In this
case the correct inference is made in one time
step from the onset of the transient and without
any oscillatory behavior.
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Iv. CONCLUSIONS

A fbzzy-logic-based methodology for signal
trend identification is presented in this paper. It
differs from conventional methods in several
aspects.

●

●

9

In order to perform on-line estimation of
signal trends, five parameters are defined
and transformed into a final fuzzy number.
The trend identification is based on the
analysis of the final fuzzy number. ‘

A fuzzy decision strategy is used to infer the
signal trend when the final fuzzy number
falls within a fuzzy region.

Simmls with chamzimztrends can be deduced
qu;ckly and insta~li~es in the final decision
are reduced significantly. At the same time,
signals with unchanging trends are not
misinterpreted.

PROTREN has been validated through numerous
tests including both simulated and actual plant
data. Preliminary results indicate that the
proposed method is capable of early
identification of signal trends in the presence of
noisy data. Future research will involve further
improvement of the algorithm and qualitative
determination of its sensitivity.
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